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I live in Siem Reap province, Prasat
Bakong District. I am 41 years old and
have one daughter who is 15 years old.
My school life was very hard as the
situation at that time in my country
was not stable due to the civil war. My
family was poor, so the whole family
did not have much focus on education
while I was the only one who loves
education. I graduated in 2016 from
National University of Management
majoring in management and now I
work for SBI Ly Hour Bank which is
located in Phnom Penh city.

If you had to write a book, what will the
title be? Why?
“Power of Engagement” because the
solidarity is the main key to achieve
our gaols. The achievement of every
task should not be done if engagement
is lacking. One student can complete
school due to the social engagement
from many, so the engagement is very
necessary for our society and
community.

How did you get to know PS and how did you
become involved?
I know PeopleStories through my action of sharing
some projects of volunteering with the genius
person who is the one who founded and is building
the PeopleStories team. I can proudly say that she is
the second mother and teacher of many students in
my country.
I am involved with PeopleStories because of its
vision and mission of focussing on education which
is the priority for my country. I would like to see all
Cambodian children successfully complete school,
so I wish my involvement with PeopleStories can be
some part of those students’ achievement. I hope
my involvement with PeopleStories can be some
part to change those students’ future.
Why PeopleStories?
PeopleStories can make a positive change in
education in my country, especially in my
community. PeopleStories is working hard with a
smile and inspiring Cambodian children and
students to be confident with their daily life. I like
the way PeopleStories is helping people to receive
the real and right things, we understand the needs
of receivers. PeopleStories is the good partnership
of our government to develop and improve our
education sector. Its sponsorship is a positive
impact with the changing of education in my
community.
If you are granted 3 wishes to make the world a
better place, what would those wishes be?
1)Our world is full of peace and most people in this
world must well understand the law of nature
which is the best lesson of our Buddha.
2)Children in the world to obtain the equal chance
of living and educating. I would guess that more
than 50% of children in the world are facing
difficulty.
3)All the people in the world to have the holy heart
which is making our world is full of sharing and
caring..
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